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- Welcome to the 22nd FAA Conference -

Welcome to the 22nd biennial astrology conference sponsored by the FAA. Our conferences are the gathering
place for our national and international community, where we come together to share and celebrate our mutual
appreciation of the wisdom and guidance that astrology provides in our lives. As I write this we have delegates and
presenters from every state and territory in Australia, as well as Austria, England, Hong Kong, Isle of Man, India,
Japan, Malaysia, South Korea, Switzerland, Taiwan, New Zealand and the USA. Welcome everyone.
This year we acknowledge the diversity of astrology and honour its vibrant practice. Our theme Transforming the
Tradition recognizes the development and transitions in our discipline over time, and brings presenters from its
many paths to commemorate and celebrate our diversity - a warm welcome to all our presenters, who are the voices
for our time-honoured tradition.
We start with a short ceremony on Thursday the 18th at 1.00 pm with Welcome to Country and an Acknowledgment of
Country. We will then pronounce the conference open at 1.05 pm.

The chart of the opening was proposed by Roderick Kidston, one of our dearly loved and respected mentors. Besides
possessing a brilliant grasp of history and tradition, Roderick revelled in the complexities of the cosmos, masterful at
fixed stars, asteroids and many other unique aspects of the art. When I proposed a timeframe Roderick tweaked the
chart so the Part of Fortune crept into Taurus, much better he said than having the Part of Fortune in Aries! The chart
is reproduced here and Roderick’s reflections on this chart are on the FAA Conference website.
Where do your angles and planets intersect with this horoscope?
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- Welcome and Opening Chart As Roderick wrote: the conference “may not be the Age of Aquarius but it has a strong, upbeat vibe”. He signed off saying
“let’s participate with the possibilities to make this a truly memorable conference! Look forward to seeing you there”; but
unfortunately Roderick will not be with us. He died unexpectedly on January 25, 2017; Roderick will be missed, but
always remembered. Ironically our opening ceremony would have been Roderick’s 57th birthday, a few hours after
his solar return.
A moment in time. As astrologers we give meaning to moments in time, aware of the symbols, in awe of the
synchronicities, recognizing that reverence to a moment of time summons energy and life force. We invite you to
place this chart over your natal horoscope to see what appears. What might this moment in time mean to you? And
then we invite you to participate in the process to make our time together memorable, creative and fun.
It takes many hours, many hands and much goodwill to create our conferences and we thank everyone who has been
a part of that process. The FAA is a non-profit organization staffed by volunteers, so to everyone who has lent a hand
and opened their hearts to support the conference, a sincere and soulful thank you. We have tried our best to create
the space and we invite you to enter into it.
With Jupiter’s blessings,
Brian Clark and Barbara Thorp, Conference Convenors

Barb and Brian – the Way we Were, BA
(before astrology)

Conference Recordings
All of the fabulous conference lectures will be recorded and offered for sale after the conference. We will be
offering recordings in three formats:
1.
2.
3.

CD’s: all lectures will be available in CD format
Every lecture will be available as a digital download from our website
USB stick – you will be able to order the whole conference on a USB stick. We also have three 12-lecture
sets available: Astrological Traditions; Astrological Timing and Astrological Analysis

Conference Delegates will receive a considerable discount if they order and pay for their recordings at the
conference. See the delegate conference order forms in your conference bag.
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- General Information Conference Contact Mobile: 0430 350 575
Conference Name Tags and Tickets
Your name tag will be your entry into the lecture rooms.
Lunch tickets will be supplied and these need to be handed
in before being permitted entry into the dining hall. Saturn
will be in Capricorn so please be mindful of needing your
tickets, name tags and ID wherever you go!
Saturday Banquet
Saturday night is our gala banquet at the Melbourne Arts
Centre. Those registered for the event will have received
instructions about transport; if not please inquire at the
registration desk.
Parking
The street behind International House is The Avenue where
you can park all day for 80 cents an hour – from 7.30 am to
6.30 pm or $8.80 a day. Outside these times is free. You do
not need to pay Saturday and Sunday. Other areas around
International House are 2-hour parking only. There is free
two hour street parking on Royal Parade and metered
parking on Leonard Street.
Registration and Information Desk
The registration desk will be open from 9.00 am on Thursday
and remain open for the remainder of the conference.
Schedule Changes
Any unexpected changes will be posted at the registration
desk.
Smoking
Smoking is prohibited in the buildings and on the grounds
of the venue. There is a dedicated smoking section located
near the George Hicks Building.
Wi-Fi
Whether you are staying or visiting, Wi-Fi is available all
throughout International House. Just log into the ‘ihouse’
network – you will receive a username and password. No
charge
Tram
International House can be reached by catching the
northbound number 19 tram along Elizabeth Street towards
North Coburg to stop 15 (Leonard Street).
Lectures
Lectures begin on Friday at 9 am and your lecture guide is
in your program with times and rooms. None of the lectures
can be pre-booked, so seating is on a first-come, first-served
basis. While we have endeavoured to have as much space as
possible in all our rooms we can never guarantee that some
may be filled, so please be early if you think the lecture will
be popular.

Map
A mud map of the venue space is included with your
registration package. A map plus the lecture program each
day will be available at the registration desk as well.
Mobile Phones
Please turn all mobile phones off during lectures times.
Recording/Photos
Recording of any lectures using your own recording device
will not be permitted. However all the conference lectures
are recorded and you will be able to order any lectures by
CD or digital download. Photographing the power point
demonstration during the conference presentation is not
permitted.
Myki
Your Myki card is your pass to board all trains, trams
and buses and these can be bought at any 7-Eleven or
other outlets. All the information you need on Myki and
Melbourne transport is at: www.ptv.vic.gov.au/
Conference Recordings
All lectures are being recorded. As a delegate you can
receive a substantial discount if you order and pay at the
conference. Pre and post conferences will not be recorded.
Laundry
For those of you staying on campus, laundry facilities are
available.

“I know that I am mortal,
the creature of one day. But
when I explore the winding
courses of the stars, I no
longer touch with my feet
the earth; I am standing
near Zeus himself, drinking
my fill of ambrosia, the food
of the gods.”
Claudius Ptolemy
100 - 168 CE
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THURSDAY, January 18, 2018
PRE – CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
9.00 am 		

Registration Desk Opens

9.30 am		

Pre-Conference Workshop Rooms Open

10.00 am		

Pre-Conference Workshops Begin

			Verena Bachmann
			
Using Traumatic Experiences for Individual Growth and
			
Development
			Demetra George
			Hellenistic Time Lords
			Michael Lutin		
			
Neptune and Chiron: Gullibility or the Doorway to Universal
			
Consciousness
11.15 am		

Morning Break

1.00 pm		

Welcome to Country

1.05 pm		

Conference Opening 		

1.15 pm		

Lunch

2.00 pm 		

Workshops Resume

3.15 pm		

Afternoon Break

5.00 pm		

Workshops Finish

5.30 pm		

Conference Welcome and Plenary Session
5.30 pm
5.45 pm

Conference Welcome
The Transforming Tradition with Brian Clark

6.35 pm		

Meet the Speakers

			

Barbeque and Drinks

The Melbourne Experience - for those not attending the pre-conference workshop, join
Stephanie Johnson and Nicky Allison for their fun-filled tour of our beautiful city – tours
leave at 11 am and 2 pm from International House
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OUR TIME-HONOURED TRADITION

5.30 pm

(Extended Lecture)
Relationships

The Group Horoscope:
Key to Collective
Astrology

Christof Neiderweiser

Mari Garcia
Good & Bad Fortune
Natal

4.00 pm – 5.15 pm

Jupiter Lai
To Buy or not to Buy – That
is the Question
Horary

LUNCH BREAK 12.15 – 2.00 pm
2.00 pm – 5.00 pm
2.10 pm – 3.25 pm

Ryuji Kagami
Astrology in Japan: From
Esoteric Buddhism to
Cuteness "Kawaii" Culture
History

11.05 am – 12.20 pm

Demetra George
Astrology, Divination
and the Oracle
Speakers
History

2.10 pm – 3.25 pm

Cindy Naunton
Plasticity of the
Planets
Techne

11.05 am – 12.20 pm

Michael Lutin
The Use of Planetary Directions, Progressions
and Transits in Spotting Lifetime Themes
Forecasting

4.00 pm – 5.15 pm

Archetypal

Charyn McLean
Reclaiming the Self –
Timing Psyche’s Rites
of Initiation

2.10 pm – 3.25 pm

Ed Tamplin
The Mandala of
Mundane
Mundane

11.00 am – 12.15 pm

Demetra George
The Good and Evil Daimon: A Traditional
Approach to the 11th and 12th Houses
Techne

9.10 am – 10.25 am

APA Cocktail Party:
Join the APA Committee for pre-dinner drinks to debrief and download the day.
The Melbourne Experience Jessica Adams takes you on a Zodiac Pub Crawl

Kira Sutherland
Turning Malefic Maladies
into Warriors of Wellbeing
Psychological

4.00 pm – 5.15 pm

Anne Shotter
Tarot as Horary:
Using the Cards as if it were
the Astrology of the Moment
Special Interest

2.00 pm – 3.15 pm

Frank Clifford
The Consultation
Chart

Narelle Duncan
Relationship Compatibility
– Getting the Best Out of
Your Relationships!
Relationships
Electional

11.00 am – 12.15 pm

Wade Caves
Like Clockwork: Timing in Horary
Astrology
Horary

Verena Bachmann
The Soulful Evolution of Uranus, Neptune
and Pluto: from Collective to Individual
Psychological

11.00 am – 12.15 pm

9.00 am – 10.15 am

9.00 am – 10.15 am

Horary Electional Mundane Natal Forecasting History Psychological Archetypal Techne New Frontiers Relationships Special Interest

FRIDAY, January 19, 2018
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A TRADITION RE-IMAGINED

6.00 pm

3.30 pm – 4.45 pm

Janet Menefy
Circle on the
Floor
Special Interest

Wade Caves
Electing With Purpose:
Radicality in Electional Astrology
Electional

Demetra George
A Plenary Session on the History and Transmission of Astrology
Who Buried Sex? The Archaeology of Astrology
History

Kira Sutherland
The Cycles of
Reproduction and the
Times of Fertility
Forecasting

(Extended Lecture)
Forecasting

When the Whole World
Goes South in 2018: The
Value of Planetary Nodes
in Mundane and Personal
Prediction

Michael Lutin

9.00 am – 12.00 pm

1.55 pm – 3.10 pm

The Astrology of Cult
Leaders
Techne

The Melbourne Experience – dinner, drinks and dancing at Melbourne Arts Centre

Verena Bachmann
Anima and Animus:
Dancing with the Stars
Relationships

1.45 pm – 3.00 pm

Saving the Dying God:
Jung's Red Book and
Astrology
Archetypal

The Ascendant and
Midheaven in
Combination
Natal

Charles Jameson

10.45 am - 12.00 pm

Charyn McLean
The Nodal Axis in
Synastry –
Relationships

9.00 am – 10.15 am

LUNCH BREAK 12.00 Noon – 1.45 pm
1.45 pm – 3.00 pm
1.45 pm – 3.00 pm

Ryuji Kagami

Frank Clifford

Bob Hunter
The Essence within the
Form: Searching for
Astrology’s Common
Threads
Special Interest

10.55 am – 12.10 pm

10.45 am – 12.00 pm

Ed Tamplin
Planetary Phases
Techne

Jessica Adams and Joanne Madeline Moore
Do You Want to be a Sun Sign Columnist?
Special Interest

10.55 am – 12.10 pm

9.00 am – 10.15 am

9.00 am – 10.15 am

Horary Electional Mundane Natal Forecasting History Psychological Archetypal Techne New Frontiers Relationships Special Interest

SATURDAY, January 20, 2018
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AN EVOLVING TRADITION

LUNCH BREAK 12.30 – 2.00 pm

Frank Clifford
Never Launch Anything at the New Moon
Forecasting

Archetypal

5.20 pm Closing Ceremony

Michael Lutin
The High Price of Love: Venus and Mars
Relationships

Verena Bachmann
Saturn and Lilith in Capricorn: Authority
and Structures in Times of Change
Mundane

2.15 pm – 3.30 pm

3.55 pm – 5.10 pm
Wade Caves
The Horary Astrologer's Guide to
Decumbiture
Horary

Jupiter Lai
The Chinese Zodiac: Animal
Signs and Jupiter Cycle
Special Interest

3.55 pm – 5.10 pm

Christof Neiderweiser
Traditional Dignities in the
Group Horoscope
Special Interest

Narelle Duncan
What Career Suits Me Best?
Natal

2.15 pm – 3.30 pm

3.55 pm – 5.10 pm

2.10 pm – 3.25 pm

2.15 pm – 3.30 pm

Mari Garcia
The Time of Your Life
Forecasting

11.15 am – 12.30 pm

Cindy Naunton
Solar Return Secrets
Forecasting

9.15 am – 10.30 am

Demetra George
Hellenistic Aspects and Trauma
Techne

(Extended Lecture and
Experiential Process)

Christine Rothwell
Working with Saturn

9.30 am – 12.30 pm

The Melbourne Experience – A Stroll through the University of Melbourne with Brian Clark

New Frontiers

Michele Finey
The Future of Astrology

New Frontiers

Jessica Adams
Reality, Astrology and
New Science

9.15 am – 10.30 am

11.00 am – 12.15 pm

Terry MacKinnell
The Transformation of
Western Society in the
Age of Aquarius
New Frontiers

Jill Amery
The Quindecile - a Key
Aspect of Obsession,
Compulsion, Disruption
and Separation
New Frontiers

11.15 am – 12.30 pm

9.15 am – 10.30 am

9.15 am – 10.30 am

Horary Electional Mundane Natal Forecasting History Psychological Archetypal Techne New Frontiers Relationships Special Interest

SUNDAY, January 21, 2018

MONDAY, January 22, 2018
POST – CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
9.00 am 		

Registration Desk Opens

9.30 am		

Post-Conference Workshops Rooms Open

10. 00 am		
Post-Conference Workshops begin
			
			Wade Caves
			
Love & Conception: Exploring Relationship Issues through Horary
			Frank Clifford
			
Courage + Talent + Energy = Success
			Christof Niederwieser
			
An Introduction to Business Astrology
11.15 am		

Morning Break

1.00 pm		

Lunch

2.00 pm 		

Workshops Resume

3.15 pm		

Afternoon Break

4.45 pm		

Workshops Finish

The Magic of the Stars
by Roderick Kidston
The Magic of the Stars incorporates new information into ancient
knowledge, explaining the roles played by the fixed stars in greater
depth than ever before. This book includes information for over one
hundred stars that have not been previously analyzed. For each star,
astrologer Roderick Kidston presents an astronomical designation,
its common name, its position and meaning, and some famous
examples of those it influences.
Available from Amazon:
www.amazon.com/Magic-Stars-Astrology-Enrich-Your/
dp/1539319954
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AstroSynthesis
is pleased to announce the release of
its latest quality publication:
From the Moment we Met
by Brian Clark

We invite you to visit us at the Trade Fair
where all our publications – books,
workbooks and booklets – as well as the
modules from the AstroSynthesis Open
Learning Program in Applied Astrology are
available for purchase.

An epic thriller about the most
influential astrologer in English
history,
William Lilly
by

Tobsha Learner
bestselling author of
The Witch of Cologne, Quiver,
and Sphinx

AstroSynthesis wishes all the delegates,
lecturers, volunteers & participants in the
FAA’s 22nd International Astrology
Conference a fulfilling and exhilarating
learning experience with like-minded
colleagues and friends.

to be published

June 2018
Littlebrown/Hachette
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- Speaker Biographies Jessica Adams

www.jessicaadams.com

Jessica Adams B.A. graduated from the University of Tasmania in Philosophy and Ancient
Civilisations. She was a Cleo horoscope columnist for many years and her astrology has also
appeared in Elle, The Australian Women’s Weekly, Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar, The Daily Telegraph
and Marie Claire. She is the author of several astrology books including 20/20 Vision (Viking/
Penguin), Astrolove (Viking/Penguin) and Essential Astrology for Women (HarperCollins).
When she is not travelling the world as editor for The Holiday Goddess Guide to Paris, London,
New York and Rome, Jessica lives between Tasmania and Melbourne.

Jill Amery
Jill Amery studied with the Faculty of Astrological Studies in London, UK from 1988 – 1994,
and was awarded their Certificate. She then took Noel Tyl’s Master’s Certification course and
graduated with honours in 2000. She has been manager and moderator of his international
egroup of students and graduates since then. Her primary interests in astrology are humanistic
and geopolitical, the forecasting potential in both, and rectification. She has an astrological
practice in Adelaide, SA.

Verena Bachman

www.sfer.ch

Verena Bachmann is an astrologer and psychotherapist, trained in Psychosynthesis and Gestalt,
from Zürich, Switzerland. She has a private counselling practice, has written many articles, is
author of books in German, Mondknoten (The Lunar Nodes), Chiron, Macht des Weiblichen
(Power of the Feminine) and is the co-author of Pluto. Verena is the director of SFER, a
professional astrology school in Switzerland and together with her husband, Jeffe Anders, she
has developed Awareness Training, a tool to enhance self-awareness. Verena has taught and
lectured extensively in Europe, Australia and the US.

Wade Caves

www.wadecaves.com

Wade Caves is an astrological consultant, educator and international speaker specializing
in horary, electional and classical astrological technique. Wade received his certification as
a horary practitioner from Deborah Houlding’s School of Traditional Astrology (STA), and
now serves as a faculty member and tutor for the STA in North America. Prior to this he was
certified with distinction from the Mayo School of Astrology in London, and is well-versed in
both traditional and modern psychological methods of chart delineation. Wade maintains an
astrological practice based in San Francisco, CA.

Frank Clifford

www.frankclifford.co.uk

Frank Clifford is a consultant astrologer and palmist who runs The London School of astrology
and has lectured in a dozen countries. Frank has published over 30 books and written 12
volumes, including Getting to the Heart of Your Chart, The Midheaven: Spotlight on Success and
Horoscope Snapshots. One of his favourite jobs is writing for, and guest editing, The Mountain
Astrologer. Frank won a writing award from ISAR in 2016 and a lifetime achievement award
from the Astrological Association in 2012. He is launching a series of online courses for students
of all levels, along with a student textbook to accompany them.

Narelle Duncan

www.astrologyreading.com.au

Narelle Duncan is an award winning Australian Astrologer (FAA Silver & Gold Medal 2009)
who uses her natural perceptive gifts to help others get in touch with their passion and live their
‘best life’. For more than 18 years Narelle, an astrologer, naturopath and life-style counsellor,
has infused people with self-awareness. She designed the Soul Purpose Oracle Cards based
on the nodes and pre-natal eclipse so everyone can access their soul purpose. Narelle also
conducts astrology classes at Burleigh Heads on the Gold Coast as well as online.
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- Speaker Biographies Michele Finey

www.celestialinsight.com.au

Michele Finey is a Melbourne-based astrologer who began her study of astrology in 1980, later
going on to also train as a hypnotherapist. Michele is a modern psychological astrologer whose
interests include mundane astrology, medical astrology and planetary cycles. She has presented
her astrological research throughout Australia and in the US and her feature articles have
appeared in a large number of publications including Wellbeing, The Mountain Astrologer
and the NCGR Journal. Michele produces a beautiful 32-page astrology calendar and she is the
author of Solar Fire’s Health and Wellbeing Report. Her books include Secrets of the Zodiac and
The Sacred Dance.

Mari Garcia

www.astromundi.com

Mari Garcia is a consulting astrologer, writer and educator. She completed formal astrological
studies with Astro Logos and received the Practitioner’s Certificate from the FAA in 1995 and
was awarded the Alan Johnson Gold Medal. She studied Medieval Astrology with Robert Zoller
and has lectured at the FAA bi-annual conferences, at UAC and on-line at the International
Breaking Down the Borders Conference. Mari’s published work includes Scala Coeli: A Ladder
to Heaven – A Collection of Astrological Essays, An Ancient Art in the Modern World: Australis
97 Congress papers, The Book of Notable Births, Astro Mundi Astrology Primers, and the
Traditional Astrology Glossary of Terms.

Demetra George

www.demetrageorge.com

Demetra George, M.A. looks to classical antiquity for inspiration in her pioneering work in
mythic archetypal astrology, ancient techniques and history, and translations from Greek of
primary source texts. She is the author of Astrology For Yourself, Asteroid Goddesses, Mysteries
of the Dark Moon, Finding Our Way Through the Dark, and Astrology and the Authentic Self.
She lives in Oregon, lectures internationally, and leads pilgrimages to the sacred sites in Greece,
Italy, Egypt, and India. She offers personal astrological consultations and mentors individual
students in all levels of astrological education.

Bob Hunter
Bob Hunter began studying Astrology in the late 1980’s… and has never stopped! He has
presented lectures and workshops, written a blog – “Across the Universe” and led regular
Astrology Classes at The Leonis School, Belrose (www.leonis.org). He is a current member of
both AANSW and SARS. Away from things astrological Bob is also a practicing Meditation
and Movements Teacher and an aspiring author, currently part way through a book on the
evolution of consciousness titled I Am – The Enigma of Being Human.

Charles Jameson

www.astrologyschool.net

Charles Jameson is an astrology blogger, researcher and educator. He began his astrological
journey in 1993, learning from Kay Raymer. This culminated in his gaining the F.A.A.
Practitioner Diploma about four years later. He has presented at the Victorian Astrologers
Association (VAA) on several occasions. Charles is a graduate of John Frawley’s Horary
Apprenticeship, and Robert Zoller’s Foundation of Medieval Astrology. He was a co-convenor
of the two instances of the Regulus traditional astrology conference in 2009 and 2011. Charles
is the Australian ‘satellite,’ or advocate, for the Organisation for Professional Astrology (OPA).

Ryuji Kagami
Ryuji Kagami started his astrological career at the age of 16 as a media astrologer and continues
to have a large media profile in Japan. At the same time he is deeply interested in Jungian
thought, holds an MA degree and teaches as a visiting professor of Bunkyo University and Heian
Women’s University, both in Kyoto and is a committee member of the Japan Transpersonal
Association (JTA). He is known as a translator and author and his translation works, including
the books by Liz Greene, James Hillman, Thomas Moore, Maggie Hyde and Nick Campion, are
regarded to be a huge contribution to astrological students in Japan.
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- Speaker Biographies Jupiter Lai

www.magiclife.com.hk

Jupiter Lai is a practising astrologer based in Hong Kong. She co-founded the Academy of
Astrology with Rod Chang in 2008 which aims to promote Western Astrology to Chinese
speakers. Jupiter began her formal study with the Faculty of Astrological Study and later
received certification as a horary practitioner from Deborah Houlding’s School of Traditional
Astrology (STA). She is now a tutor of the STA and delivers the Practitioner’s Level Horary
Course in Chinese. Jupiter’s passion and focus is to integrate classical principles with a
psychological approach. She also incorporates Chinese astrology, I-Ching and Feng Shui in her
own practice.

Michael Lutin

www.michaellutin.com

Michael Lutin has a thriving private practice in astrology and counselling and is known
worldwide for his columns in The Huffington Post and Vanity Fair magazine as well as Vogue
Germany, Japan and Korea. He is both (in) famous and beloved in the astrological world for
his powerfully insightful work, coupled with his side-splitting, razor sharp humour. Michael
has spoken before the Harvard Business School Alumni and at the National Press Club in
Washington D.C. In addition to lectures, workshops, and seminars internationally he is the
author of four musical plays and four books including Sunshines, and The Astrology of Being
Happy.

Terry Mackinnell

www.macro-astrology.com

Terry MacKinnell is a self-taught Vedic-Western fusion astrologer who has been studying
astrology since the early 1970s. In 1987 he was inspired to research the astrological ages.
Commencing in 2000, he returned to his research in earnest and after a three year writing
project, published his first book on the subject in 2011 – “The Dawning – Shedding New Light
on the Astrological Ages”. He maintains a number of blogs including ‘Demystifying the
Aquarian Age’ and is currently writing a book on the sub-ages of the astrological ages. He
lectures and conducts workshops on Vedic astrology and the astrological ages in Australia,
New Zealand and Bali.

Charyn McLean
Charyn McLean has over twenty two years of experience as a professional astrological
consultant, teacher and flower essence therapist. Using an integrative approach, she combines
counselling and flower essences with the art of astrology, focusing on psychological and karmic
astrology. She also works as a consultant for natural therapists who specialise in fertility issues.
Charyn holds the FAA Practitioner’s Diploma and Diploma of Professional Counselling.

Joanne Madeline Moore

www.BohoAstro.com

Joanne Madeline Moore has The FAA Practitioner’s Certificate and a BA degree in journalism.
She has been a professional astrologer and writer since 1994; was the horoscope columnist for
Cleo magazine and her best-selling book Love and Sex Signs, Venus, Mars and Astrology is
now available as an eBook. Her daily, weekly, monthly and yearly horoscopes are currently
syndicated in over 30 newspapers, magazines and websites in Canada, Europe, Asia, Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa and the South Pacific. You can read her horoscopes on her weekly
blog published on her website.

Cindy Naunton

www.cindynaunton.com

Cindy Naunton is a practicing traditional astrologer and an accredited teacher with the FAA
with over 25 years experience in her field. While teaching and consulting is the main focus of
her practice, she has also written, lectured and given radio interviews. Cindy achieved her
Diploma in Medieval Astrology from Robert Zoller in 2005. During 1994 her interest in history
drew her to study traditional methods as translations became available. Since that time her
interests and expertise in traditional methods has expanded to become her exclusive focus.
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- Speaker Biographies Dr Christof Niederwieser

www.astro-management.com/en

Dr. Christof Niederwieser studied International Economics at the University of Innsbruck,
Austria. He holds many years of management experience both in the music business and as
Head of Brand & Business Development in one of the top 50 German companies. Since the late
1990s he has been conducting extensive astrological research focusing on business astrology,
zodiac degrees, minor planets and new techniques of horoscope analysis. He has developed
methods such as the Group Horoscope as a major tool of collective astrology and the AstroKondratiev business cycle model. With AstroManagement he offers astrological business
consulting in the fields of strategy, branding, human resources and communication.

Christine Rothwell

www.christine-rothwell.com

Christine Rothwell is a member of the APA and an Accredited Astrology Teacher. She currently
teaches a four year course in Astrology from an in-depth mythological and psychological
perspective. Christine’s work is influenced by an interest in mythology and archetypal
psychology, as well as training in meditation, counselling, psychotherapy and family therapy.
Her special areas of interest are deepening awareness of the feminine points and combining
spiritual and psychological perspectives.

Sagari (Janet Menefy)

www.janastro.com.au

Astrology and I have been inseparable since 1981. I studied formally in New Zealand and then
Australia, gaining the FAA Basic Certificate in 1993 and the FAA Practitioners Certificate in
1994. In 2006 I became a member of the Association of Professional Astrologers. Along with
astrology, eastern spirituality and meditation have been a big part of my life in the past 36 years.

Anne Shotter

www.tarotmelbourne.net.au

Anne Shotter has been passionately involved with Tarot as a consultant and teacher for over
25 years. She has studied many other modalities including astrology, psychology, archetypes,
hypnotherapy and past life regression. She incorporates this learning into her work with Tarot.
Anne is the founding and current president of The Tarot Guild of Australia and has presented
at many conferences both in Australia and overseas.

Kira Sutherland

www.astrologyofhealth.com

Kira is an Australian Naturopath, Nutritionist, Herbalist and Astrologer. She divides her time
between clients, writing and lecturing on health, well-being and medical astrology. Known
for her vibrant, straight forward teaching style, Kira has lectured in Medical Astrology both
within Australia and internationally. In private practice for over 20 years, Kira combines her
knowledge in Naturopathy with her passion for Medical Astrology into a wonderful mix of
mind/body medicine.

Ed Tamplin

www.edtamplin.com

Ed Tamplin is recognized as a leading mundane and predictive astrologer. He operates a
global consultancy from his Sydney home base, and is the co-principle of the Sirius Astrology
School. For over a decade Ed co-hosted a number-one rating astrological program on Sydney
commercial radio, attracting a quarter of the available Sydney listening audience. Ed is also a
past VP of AANSW and Secretary/President of SARS. He remains dedicated to astrological
research regularly contributing the ‘Eye in the Sky’ column in the FAA Journal and also weekly
updates his popular website.
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A comprehensive training from
beginner to qualified Astrologer
Distance Learning
Enjoy a flexible programme of study to suit
your lifestyle

Summer School in Oxford
Study with the best astrological tutors
from around the world in the beautiful
university city of Oxford

London Classes

Learn with others, join a class in London

Also

Online Seminars
Day Seminars
The Winter Weekend
Monthly Meetings
Our Patrons are: Baldur Ebertin, Liz Greene, Rob Hand, Julia Parker & Melanie Reinhart

Raising the standard of astrological education since 1948
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- Lecture Topics Archetypal -

Applying Universal Images, Symbols
And Concepts To Astrological Practice

Charyn McLean - Reclaiming the Self
– Timing Psyche’s Rites of Initiation
through Transits and Progressions
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 2.10 pm – 3.25 pm
Room: Mercury

Electional -

Considering The Right Time
Frank Clifford - The Consultation Chart:
A Tool for Working Astrologers
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 11.00 am - 12.15 pm
Room: Jupiter
Set up for the exact moment a consultation begins, the
Consultation Chart reveals the *real* reasons behind
a client’s visit and contains information about their
past and present circumstances, as well as future
possibilities. Starting a consultation with it can help to
break the ice and gain a client’s trust. Join Frank to learn
how to use and decode a remarkable tool that reminds
us that every moment is fascinating and full of meaning.

Difficult situations, confusion, feelings of loss, and
challenging experiences provide the impetus for
individuals to seek a therapist– be it an astrologer,
counsellor, psychologist or other professional. One
of the goals of therapy is to support the individual,
peeling back the layers of the ‘false Self’ to allow
the ‘true Self’ to emerge and flourish. Exploring
astrological archetypes and mythology assists our
clients in creating and embracing their personal rites of
passage on the journey to reclaiming their authenticity.

Wade Caves - Electing With Purpose:
Radicality in Electional Astrology with
Wade Caves

Ryugi Kagami - Saving the Dying God:
Jung’s Red Book and Astrology

Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 1.55 pm - 3.10 pm
Room: Jupiter

Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time 10.55 am - 12.10 pm
Room: Neptune
Astrologers in modern times are faced with a difficult
dilemma. How do we justify our astrological thinking
in this disenchanted cosmos? Jung has been one of a
few thinkers who has struggled with this dilemma and
in his Red Book, we can find his strategy as a form of
mythical vision. In this lecture we will investigate the
Red Book and its astrological symbolism.

With radical elections the astrologer enters a personcentred electional process that properly exploits the
power and purpose of their client’s natal chart. Using
modern and historical chart examples learn how to
give your election a strong foundation. The techniques
are simple and straightforward and, once understood,
will better equip every astrologer in their practice. This
presentation is suitable for astrologers at all levels,
especially those who currently use electional astrology
and are looking for ways to sharpen their technique.

Christine Rothwell - Working with
Saturn (an extended lecture and
experiential process)
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 9.30 am – 12.30 pm
Room: Neptune
While Saturn is seen as a difficult planetary energy, an
encounter with this archetype is not just challenging,
but productive as well. Christine shares her
understanding of Saturn developed over her years as
a practising astrologer, exploring the soul challenges
that Saturn presents to us then looking at productive
ways of working with the archetype, both in the natal
chart and by transit. Following the lecture presentation
we will enter a reflective, contemplative and interactive
space to explore the Saturn archetype in our horoscope
and our own experience.

“Astrology is a language. If
you understand this
language, the sky speaks to
you.”
Dane Rudhyar
1895 – 1985
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- Lecture Topics Forecasting -

Seeing Ahead To Patterns And
Possibilities
Michael Lutin - The Use of Planetary
Directions, Progressions and Transits in
Spotting Lifetime Themes
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 4.00 pm - 5.15 pm
Room: Jupiter
Over time the tradition of astrology has developed
many divinatory systems to look at moments or epochs
in time. But which techniques are the most effective and
when? What combinations of these methods work best?
In this lecture we will look at how the right combination
of planetary directions, progressions, and transits
can be most effective for revealing the patterns and
questions of our life. Find new insights and inspirations
with some of the old traditions.

Michael Lutin - When the Whole World
Goes South and the Unthinkable
Happens: The Value of the Planetary
Nodes
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 9.00 am - 12.00 pm
Room: Jupiter
The outer planets make sure whatever you were doing,
you are not doing it any more. Personal evolution is an
adventure, but it’s not designed to be comfortable. In
this lecture we will be looking at these times, focusing
on Pluto as it crosses its own planetary Node. Last time
witnessed the rise of Hitler and the crash of the stock
market, tipping the balance of all world alliances and
economies. But the real kicker is how does it slam into
your private life? And what about your money and
resources? And your alliances?

Kira Sutherland - The Cycles of
Reproduction and the Times of
Fertility
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 1.45 pm - 3.00 pm
Room: Mercury
Medical astrology can also be used to look at fertility and
all that surrounds the journey to having children. This
lecture will look at the natal chart and the transits that
help to influence pregnancy, fertility and conception,
as well as choosing optimum days astrologically to
enhance these processes. Join Kira for an affirmative
side to medical astrology where we look at the possible
creation of families, rather than the inherited ailments
our families have bestowed on us.
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Cindy Naunton - Solar Return Secrets
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 9.15 am - 10.45 am
Room: Venus & Mars
A Solar Return chart is a useful guide for the focus and
direction that life will take during the twelve months
following your birthday. Traditional methods link this
to the natal chart to give clear pointers to the highlights
and potential in any given year. Several times
throughout life, a Solar Eclipse may fall on the degree
of the natal Sun. When such a powerful amplification of
solar energy is released over that year, it can bring great
opportunities, personal insight and a new direction in
life.

Frank Clifford - Never Launch Anything
at a New Moon! New Ways to Explore the
Lunar Cycle
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 11.00 am - 12.15 pm
Room: Jupiter
As astrologers, we are familiar with the four main
Moon phases that complete the monthly lunar cycle,
but these also play out as ‘Moon families’ at ninemonth intervals. Known as the Lunar Gestation Cycle,
pioneered by Dietrech Pessin, this is a simple and
effective timing tool for planning our lives. Frank
shares his insights into a method that can be used to
manage work projects, observe relationship patterns
and identify major storylines as they unfold. Attendees
will receive a handout to help plan their own agenda.

Mari Garcia - The Time of Your Life
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 11.15 am - 12.30 pm
Room: Venus & Mars
Ever wondered why some transits are more powerful
than others? Why some individuals cruise through
them and others suffer? Firdaria, a traditional method
of planetary periods, can give us extraordinary insight
into the quality of time in individual periods of a
person’s life and combining this with other predictive
techniques we can create a three-dimensional view of a
person’s possible experiences. Let Mari introduce you
to an essential tool for the predictive astrologer.

- Lecture Topics History -

Chronicling Our Past Traditions

Horary -

Considering An Answer, Given The
Time Of The Question

Ryugi Kagami - Astrology in Japan: From
Esoteric Buddhism to Cuteness “Kawaii”
Culture

Wade Caves - Like Clockwork: Timing in
Horary Astrology

Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 11.05 am - 12.20 pm
Room: Chiron

Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 9.00 am - 10.15 am
Room: Venus and Mars

Western astrology has taken firm root in Japan. Nearly
every Japanese individual knows his or her Sun Sign
and there are many Western-orientated astrologers in
Japan. Western astrology has become part of our culture.
How have we (Japanese) imported and accepted it?
Has Western astrology transformed in Japan? A media
astrologer will explain the reception and adaptation
process of Western astrology in his homeland.

Horary textbooks cover a lot of theoretical ground,
but few really draw out the mechanics involved in
assessing cycles to create a solid timeline of events.
This presentation analyses modern and historical
horary charts to demonstrate an organic approach to
timing that underlines the ongoing cycles speaking
to us in horary consultation. This presentation will be
suitable for all, irrespective of experience using horary
astrology.

Demetra George - Astrology, Divination
and the Oracle Speakers
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 2.10 pm - 3.25 pm
Room: Jupiter
Divination comes from the Latin words which mean
to foretell the future by means of spiritual agencies.
Astrology, as both a science and art, draws the
inspiration that informs the astrologer from the lineage
of ancient prophets and oracle-speakers. This image-rich
presentation will document the history and practices of
the historic Sibyls and oracular priestesses from Asia
Minor, Greece, and Italy who were the predecessors of
astrological divination.

Demetra George - Who Buried Sex? The
Archaeology of Astrology
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 3.30 pm - 4.45 pm
Room: Moon
Journey through time into the fundamental meanings
of astrological symbols by sifting through the artefacts
buried in the texts at various levels of historical eras.
Discover how some of the basic meanings survive
unchanged, some are lost, others adapted and
transformed, and still others innovated which then
become part of the tradition that is passed on. Unearth
when and how sex meandered from the 5th to the 7th
and finally into the 8th house of death. This plenary
session is an insightful inquiry into the reconstruction
of our tradition.

Jupiter Lai - To Buy or Not to Buy – That
is the Question
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 2.10 pm - 3.25 pm
Room: Venus & Mars
Investment, business and property matters are some of
the most frequently asked horary questions: Should I
buy this property? Should I make this investment? Will
this business bring me profit? In a business deal, it is
important to see whether it will be traded at a good
price, the condition of the property or the prospect
of the business. In this lecture we will identify the
significators and explore the traditional aphorisms on
judging such matters, using modern examples.

Wade Caves - The Horary Astrologer’s
Guide to Decumbiture with Wade Caves
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 3.55 pm - 5.10 pm
Room: Mercury
Historically, astrology and natural philosophy formed
the cornerstone of medicine. Through decumbiture
charts, astrologers assessed the true root of an
illness, identified its severity and also its cure, while
forecasting the cycle of critical periods. Decumbiture
charts are judged very similarly to horary figures, with
a few unique techniques. This presentation explores the
basics of humour theory, the use of decumbiture charts
through historical and modern chart examples, and the
doctrine of sympathy and antipathy in determining
cause of illness and the path to treatment.
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- Lecture Topics Mundane -

Assessing Collective And Global
Events, Trends And Cycles

Natal -

Focusing On The Birth Chart Using
Traditional Or Modern Ways Of
Thinking

Ed Tamplin - The Mandala of Mundane
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 11.00 am - 12.15 pm
Room: Mercury

Mari Garcia - Good & Bad Fortune

Forecasting world trends and predicting national and
international events is an exquisite art form, reliant
upon multitudinous factors. The palette of mundane
techniques requires prioritizing and patterning in order
to be truly effective. It is infinitely more than analysis of
national charts, but also cycles upon cycles interwoven
with history. Wandering through the maze of mundane
can be either thoroughly confusing or joyously creative.
The mandala of mundane provides perception and
perspective in a clear and inspirational astrological
outline.

Verena Bachman - Saturn and Lilith in
Capricorn: Authority and Structures in
Times of Change

Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 4.00 pm - 5.15 pm
Room: Mercury
The idea of good and bad spirits has always been part
of human cosmology and belief. But good and bad
spirits have also been used to describe those influences
that either help us on our journey through life or
distract or hinder us from our goals. This lecture will
look at the astrological indicators in the natal chart of
the good spirit or patronage which helps the individual
succeed in life as well as the bad spirit or enemies and
circumstance which undermine the individual’s efforts
and affect outcomes.

Frank Clifford - The Ascendant and
Midheaven in Combination

Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 3.55 pm - 5.10 pm
Room: Jupiter

Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 10,45 am - 12.15 pm
Room: Venus & Mars

A shift in our perception of authority was apparent
with the Uranus – Pluto conjunction in the 1960’s.
It was this seed impulse that led to big shifts in our
society. With Pluto entering Capricorn and its square
to Uranus, the old structures broke apart; then with the
Saturn – Neptune square, boundaries dissolved. With
Saturn and Lilith in Capricorn we can no longer deny
these substantial changes. We are challenged in this
time to find a new vision of authority and structure that
can contain and sustain our deeply-changed world. In
this lecture we will look at what is possible.

The Ascendant speaks of our open agenda and how
we interact, while the Midheaven has links to selfactualization, reputation and taking a place in our
community. Together, they reveal how we engage in
life and the social roles we adopt. But those with Taurus
rising, for instance, will take different routes depending
on whether Capricorn, Aquarius or Pisces is on the MC.
Join Frank as he explores many of the 38 possible ASC–
MC combinations.

“I believe
God rules all
by his divine
providence
and that the
stars by his
permission are
instruments.”
William Lilly
1602 – 1681
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Narelle Duncan - What Career Suits Me
Best?
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 2.15 pm - 3.30 pm
Room: Mercury
In this “how to” session we’ll hone in on key houses
and signature traits in the natal chart that help reveal
innate talents and gifts that serve you well in your
career. Applying this understanding can help reveal a
vocation that can bring much satisfaction and help you
fulfil your soul potential. The possibilities are endless
for helping clients, friends, children, or young adults
starting out in their career pursuits. We’ll even use
predictive techniques to know when a change in career
direction is required.

- Lecture Topics New Frontiers -

On The Cutting Edge Of Change Or
The Precipice Of Chaos
Bob Hunter - The Essence within the
Form: Astrology’s Common Threads
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 10.55 am - 12.10 pm
Room: Chiron
Modern astrology has a bewildering array of systems,
styles and techniques, both ancient and new, and
technology has made these diverse streams of
astrological thought accessible at the push of a button.
The result is a melting pot of approaches and views of
the cosmos, seen through different lenses. Is there a
common thread, or threads, central to all approaches? a
unifying principle? This presentation will explore some
of the elusive qualities of astrology and attempt to shed
light on the essence within the form.

Jill Amery - The Quindecile - A Key
Aspect
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 9.15 am - 10.15 am
Room: Chiron
The quindecile is an aspect of 165 degrees, symbolising
“a burning point of focus, an anchored preoccupation
that won’t go away, and obsessive-compulsive needs
that can result in upset, upheaval and separation”
(Tyl). The quindecile “defines something that overrides
common sense; that puts life out of balance and drives
the entire life to play out the energies symbolised. You
cannot escape the planets involved” (Munkasey). Jill’s
talk will explore this amazing aspect in the horoscopes
of several famous individuals.

Terry Mackinnell - The Transformation of
Western Society in the Age of Aquarius
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 9.15 am - 10.15 am
Room: Mercury
Terry has pioneered the application of retrograde subages based on Hellenistic and contemporary Vedic
timing. Each age has 12 sub-ages. The first sub-age in
the Age of Aquarius is the Capricorn sub-age, followed
by the Sagittarius sub-age and so on until the final
Aquarius sub-age. Each sub-age is almost 180 years.
Since the Age of Aquarius dawned in the 15th century,
each sub-age has produced new socio-economic
movements that have significantly transformed western
culture. After reviewing the first three sub-ages in this
fashion, a prediction for the current sub-age will be
made outlining the major developments in western
culture over the next 150 years.

Jessica Adams - Reality, Astrology and
New Science
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 9.15 am - 10.30 am
Room: Jupiter
The new science tells us that we choose to live in any
one of countless parallel universes. Just deciding to look
at a horoscope decides which kind of universe you’ll
end up in! If you want a new reality, maybe it’s time to
change your astrology. Can you really sack one house
system and use another? How does the new wave of
asteroids, reclassified planets and trans-Neptunian
objects radically change the way you experience your
life? This talk will include some real-time experiments
with astrology and reality. Bring an open mind.

Michele Finey - The Future of Astrology
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 11.15 am - 12.30 pm
Room: Mercury
The more we study astrology, the more philosophical
questions it raises. Whatever approach we use, we are
confronted by a multitude of paradoxical questions
about life and our place in the universe. Astrologer
Ronald C. Davison observed: ‘The purpose of living is
to discover the purpose of living.’ How does astrology
tie in to free-will, consciousness, synchronicity,
reincarnation, evolution and the unfolding of time?
In this presentation we’ll revisit some fundamental
astrological tenets and explore beyond astrology to
examine some little known facts about our world, the
solar system and our place in time that illuminate the
future of astrology.

“Therefore, all things
which come to be in
the present, and which
have been hitherto,
and which come to
pass in the future,
can be known by the
astrologer, if he knows
the qualities of the
motions which there were, which there
are, and which there will be afterwards, in
what times they will be, and what will fall
together from them or because of them.”
Guido Bonatti
ca. 1207 – ca. 1296
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- Lecture Topics Psychological -

Participating with Mindfulness,
Respecting the Soul and
Acknowledging the Unconscious
Verena Bachman - The Soulful Evolution
of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto: from
Collective to Individual
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 9.00 am - 10.15 am
Room: Mercury
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto are known as ‘transpersonal
planets’ often described as being beyond our human
understanding. Until recently they were portrayed
through mythological images, as collective powers or
universal developments, as fated without the possibility
to consciously participate in what was happening.
Today we are aware of them like other planetary
archetypes, as energies of the soul. In this lecture we
will explore what this means for the individual.

Kira Sutherland - Turning Malefic
Maladies into Warriors of Wellbeing
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 4.00 pm - 5.15 pm
Room: Venus & Mars
Traditional medical astrology teaches that Mars
and Saturn are harbingers of ill health and disease
– instigators of acute or long-standing ailments,
frustrations and poor health. But what if we take their
principles to empower us to bring strength, vigour,
discipline and order into our lives? Join Kira to see
how you can work with these ‘malefic’ planets in order
to activate positive life changes and develop energy,
strength and empowerment.

“The mind of
man has the
power to leave
its proper abode
and penetrate
the innermost
treasures of the
sky.”
Marcus
Manilius
1st Century CE
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Relationships -

Exploring The Nature Of Human
Interaction Through Polarity, Chart
Comparison, Synastry, Combined Or
Group Horoscopes
Charyn McLean - The Nodal Axis
in Synastry – Karmic and Dharmic
Relationships
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 9.00 am - 10.15 am
Room: Mercury
When the nodal axis in one person’s horoscope is
connected to the planets or asteroids in a significant
other’s chart, an opportunity for soul growth is present
for both. While we might look to fulfil our unmet
needs though a ‘soul mate’, the reality is frequently
complex and testing; yet ironically it is more valuable
to our personal growth. The role a soul mate plays
in challenging us towards our highest potential truly
makes them a ‘Mate of our Soul’.

Narelle Duncan - Getting the Best Out of
Your Relationships!
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 11.00 am - 12.15 pm
Room: Venus & Mars
When it comes to love language Astrology has the key
to understanding why some of us clash and others reach
soaring heights of passion! In this “how to” session
we identify the natal chart signatures that suggest the
nature of relationship. Your natal promise can reveal
a lot about why you attract a “certain type” into your
life, what you have to learn and how to minimise the
relationship pitfalls and capitalise on the benefits of
your partnership.

Verena Bachman - Anima and Animus:
Dancing with the Stars
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 1.45 pm - 3.00 pm
Room: Venus & Mars
As Lilith, the archetype of the Great Goddess, becomes
reinstated into the collective, the old images of masculine
and feminine energies have been transformed and the
possibility to find new ways to work with gender and
archetypal polarities is possible. How can we learn
to dance with these energies and create a new and
creative balance? In this lecture we will explore how
this movement between the two polarities can enhance
our understanding and expression of the planetary
archetypes in our horoscope.

- Lecture Topics Christof Niederwieser - The Group
Horoscope: Key to Collective Astrology
(Extended Lecture)
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 2.00 pm - 5.00 pm
Room: Neptune

Sagari (Janet Menefy) - Circle on the Floor
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 1.45 pm - 3.00 pm
Room: Neptune
Circle on the Floor is a unique, contemporary method
of working with the traditional birth chart, offering an
opportunity for those people both inside and outside of
the Circle to directly experience planetary influences at
work. I will introduce the Circle on the Floor method
and my current passion of reconnecting people with
their annual Sun cycle. I will then begin working with
people who would like to venture into the Circle, and
experience Circle Work for themselves.

Astrology offers excellent methods for describing the
character and development of individuals; however,
analysing groups is far more challenging. The Group
Horoscope is an innovative approach for displaying
whole teams, departments, families or any other type
of groups in one single chart, which allows a synopsis
of all the relationships and interconnections within a
group. It visualizes the patterns of group dynamics,
making it an invaluable tool for systemic coaching.
The lecture gives a general introduction to this novel
approach.

Anne Shotter - Tarot as Horary: Using the
Cards as if it were the Astrology of the
Moment

Michael Lutin - The High Price of Love:
Venus and Mars

Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 2.00 pm - 3.15 pm
Room: Chiron

Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 3.55 pm - 5.10 pm
Room: Venus & Mars
“Moonlight and love songs never out of date, hearts full of
passion jealousy and hate”…. We all search for intimate
connections we hope will give us security; yet the
outer planets, and the new planets currently being
discovered, are constantly demonstrating that being
open to change is our only hope for personal evolution.
In this lecture we are going to be considering fated
emotional attachments in an impermanent world.

Both Tarot and Astrology are divinatory processes
which can be revealing partners. When using the
evocative images of the Tarot with the symbolic
framework of astrology we can explore our own and
client’s questions in the moment. Using twelve cards
we will lay out the astrological wheel which then leads
us through the cyclical stage to a resolution of our
answer, or if not a resolution, a profound amplification
of what is in question.

Christof Niederwieser - Traditional
Dignities in the Group Horoscope
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 2.10 pm - 3.25 pm
Room: Neptune

Special Interest -

Unique Insights And Distinct Ways To
Reflect Astrologically
Jessica Adams and Joanne Madeline
Moore - Do you Want to be a Sun Sign
Columnist?
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 9.00 am - 10.15 am
Room: Neptune
Find out how to write and promote Sun Sign columns
from two of our top horoscope columnists. Jessica and
Joanne will reveal secrets, tips and tricks of the trade,
how to write for a global audience, selling personal
horoscopes from a Sun Sign gateway as well as discuss
all the details like deadlines, social media, podcasts,
agents, tax, websites and gigs.

The Group Horoscope is an innovative tool for
displaying any group in one single chart. Some
methods of analysis have been developed especially
for this approach. This lecture shows how the essential
dignities of traditional Astrology can be used to analyse
relationship patterns and hierarchies within the Group
Horoscope. It provides case studies from systemic
coaching as well as examples of famous public groups;
a fascinating fusion of past and future astrology.

Jupiter Lai - The Chinese Zodiac, Animal
Signs and Jupiter Cycle
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 2.15 pm - 3.30 pm
Room: Jupiter
The Chinese animal signs correspond to a zodiacal sign
and are related to the Jupiter cycle. Chinese astrologers
use the animal signs as their basis for yearly predictions,
with suggestions for different lucky charms and Feng
Shui placements to improve fortune. In this lecture, we
will explore the relationship between the two zodiacs,
how the animal signs can be used for general forecast
and the remedial measures for each sign by using lucky
charms and proper Feng Shui placements.
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- Lecture Topics Techne -

Using Traditional Or Modern
Techniques To Amplify Our
Understanding
Demetra George - The Good and Evil
Daimon: A Traditional Approach to the
11th and 12th Houses
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 9.10 am – 10.25 am
Room: Jupiter
The ancient philosophic concept of the daimon as a
semi-divine being in the spirit realm stood behind the
naming of the 11th and 12th houses where the great
mythic kings of the gods Jupiter and Saturn had their
joys. This talk will explore these ideas of the ancient
philosophers and mythographers as they informed the
Hellenistic and Medieval techniques that delineate the
topics of friend and enemies regarding the realisation
of one’s hopes and dreams.

Cindy Naunton - Plasticity of the Planets
Date: Friday, January 19, 2018
Time: 11.05 am - 12.20 pm
Room: Neptune
Planets considered to be ‘challenged’ traditionally are
often a cause of discouragement, both to a client and an
astrologer alike. They present difficulties to delineate in
a positive manner. As many charts have this scenario
what can be offered to rectify this planetary challenge?
Considering the changes that have been brought
about by understanding the plasticity of the brain, is
it possible that we could apply the same principle to
planets and turn our challenges into victories? By
breaking free of our restrictions we may discover a
window of opportunity for enriching our lives through
a deeper understanding of the planets.

Ed Tamplin - Planetary Phases
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 9.00 am - 10.15 am
Room: Venus & Mars
The Cambridge Dictionary defines the word ‘phase’
as “any stage in a series of events or in a process of
development.” It originates from the Greek ‘phasis’
meaning to show. The most obvious astrological use
of phases occurs in the eight fold Lunation Cycle
popularized by Dane Rhudyar. There has been much
less research conducted into planetary phases, using
the synodic cycles of any two planets. Yet this study
yields rich results. Examining planetary phases can
change the way you look at the horoscope, both in the
individual and collective sense.
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Charles Jameson - The Astrology of Cult
Leaders
Date: Saturday, January 20, 2018
Time: 10.45 am - 12.00 pm
Room: Mercury
What makes cult leaders so appealing to their followers
and what do we mean by ‘cult’? This presentation looks
at why seemingly rational people get involved in cults
led by charismatic and often dangerous individuals.
Do cult leaders have certain astrological characteristics
that account for their uncanny ability to bend others
to their will? In this presentation, Charles summarises
his research surrounding ten infamous cult leaders. He
looks at their astrological similarities and differences,
dipping into example charts to illustrate key points.

Demetra George - Hellenistic Aspects and
Trauma
Date: Sunday, January 21, 2018
Time: 2.15 pm - 3.30 pm
Room: Venus & Mars
Hellenistic astrologers enumerated seven kinds of
aspect configurations that were indicative of severe
planetary maltreatment. How can modern astrologers
utilize this doctrine to identify sources of trauma in
a person’s life, either from past lives, unconscious
childhood memories, or painful adult experiences?
How can an astrologer assess if the condition can
be healed on its own with time, needs specialized
therapeutic assistance, or remains as a core wound in
the psyche?

“...but when
I lit upon the
divine and
revered theory
of the heavens,
I wished to
purify my
way of life
of every vice and pollution,
and anticipate the immortal
soul. From that point divine
things seemed to converse
with me, and I acquired the
intellectual capacity for sober
investigation.”
Vettius Valens
120 – 175 CE

- Lecture Times and Rooms TIME

ROOM

Friday 9.00 am

VENUS & MARS Clockwork: Timing in Horary Astrology with Wade Caves

Friday 9.00 am

MERCURY

The Soulful Evolution of Uranus, Neptune and Pluto: from Collective to
Individual with Verena Bachmann

Friday 9.10 am

JUPITER

The Good and Evil Daimon: A Traditional Approach to the 11th and 12th
Houses with Demetra George

Friday 11.00 am

MERCURY

The Mandala of Mundane with Ed Tamplin

Friday 11.00 am

VENUS & MARS

Relationship Compatibility – Getting the Best Out of Your Relationships! with
Narelle Duncan

Friday 11.00 am

JUPITER

The Consultation Chart: A Tool for Working Astrologers with Frank Clifford

Friday 11.05 am

CHIRON

Astrology in Japan: From Esoteric Buddhism to Cuteness "Kawaii" Culture with
Ryuji Kagami

Friday 11.05 am

NEPTUNE

Plasticity of the Planets with Cindy Naunton

Friday 2.00 pm

CHIRON

Tarot as Horary: Using the Cards as if it were the Astrology of the Moment with
Anne Shotter

Friday 2.00 pm

NEPTUNE

The Group Horoscope – Key to Collective Astrology: An Extended Lecture with
Christof Niederwieser

Friday 2.10 pm

JUPITER

Astrology, Divination and the Oracle Speakers with Demetra George

Friday 2.10 pm

MERCURY

Reclaiming the Self – Psyche’s Time with Charyn McLean

Friday 2.10 pm

VENUS & MARS To Buy or Not to Buy – That is the Question with Jupiter Lai

Friday 4.00 pm

VENUS & MARS Turning Malefic Maladies into Warriors of Wellbeing with Kira Sutherland

Friday 4.00 pm

MERCURY

Good & Bad Fortune with Mari Garcia

Friday 4.00 pm

JUPITER

The Use of Planetary Directions, Progression and Transits in Spotting Lifetime
Themes with Michael Lutin

Saturday 9.00 am

JUPITER

When the Whole World Goes South in 2018 - An Extended Lecture: The Value
of the Planetary Nodes with Michael Lutin

Saturday 9.00 am

VENUS & MARS Planetary Phases with Ed Tamplin

Saturday 9.00 am

NEPTUNE

Do You Want to be a Sun Sign Columnist? with Jessica Adams and Joanne
Madeline Moore

Saturday 9.00 am

MERCURY

The Nodal Axis in Synastry with Charyn McLean

Saturday 10.45 am MERCURY

LECTURES/PRESENTER

The Astrology of Cult Leaders with Charles Jameson

Saturday 10.45 am VENUS & MARS The Ascendant and Midheaven in Combination with Frank Clifford
Saturday 10.55 am NEPTUNE

Saving the Dying God: Jung’s Red Book and Astrology with Ryuji Kagami

Saturday 10.55 am CHIRON

The Essence within the Form: Searching for common threads within
Astrology’s many systems and techniques with Bob Hunter

Saturday 1.45 pm

VENUS & MARS Anima and Animus: Dancing with the Stars with Verena Bachmann

Saturday 1.45 pm

NEPTUNE

Circle on the Floor with Sagari (Janet Menefy)

Saturday 1.45 pm

MERCURY

The Cycles of Reproduction and the Times of Fertility with Kira Sutherland

Saturday 1.55 pm

JUPITER

Electing With Purpose: Radicality in Electional Astrology with Wade Caves

Saturday 3.30 pm

MOON

Who Buried Sex? The Archaeology of Astrology with Demetra George
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- Lecture Times and Rooms TIME

ROOM

LECTURES/PRESENTER

Sunday 9.15 am

CHIRON

The Quindecile (165 degrees) - a Key Aspect of Obsession, Compulsion,
Disruption and Separation with Jill Amery

Sunday 9.15 am

JUPITER

Reality, Astrology and New Science with Jessica Adams

Sunday 9.15 am

VENUS & MARS Solar Return Secrets with Cindy Naunton

Sunday 9.15 am

MERCURY

The Transformation of Western Society in the Age of Aquarius with Terry
MacKinnell

Sunday 9.30 am

NEPTUNE

Working with Saturn with Christine Rothwell

Sunday 11.00 am

JUPITER

Never Launch Anything at a New Moon! New Ways to Explore the Lunar
Cycle with Frank Clifford

Sunday 11.15 am

MERCURY

The Future of Astrology with Michele Finey

Sunday 11.15 am

VENUS & MARS The Time of Your Life with Mari Garcia

Sunday 2.10 pm

NEPTUNE

Traditional Dignities in the Group Horoscope with Christof Niederwieser

Sunday 2.15 pm

MERCURY

What Career Suits Me Best? with Narelle Duncan

Sunday 2.15 pm

VENUS & MARS Hellenistic Aspects and Trauma with Demetra George

Sunday 2.15 pm

JUPITER

The Chinese Zodiac, Animal Signs and Jupiter Cycle with Jupiter Lai

Sunday 3.55 pm

JUPITER

Saturn and Lilith in Capricorn: Authority and Structures in Times of Change
with Verena Bachmann

Sunday 3.55 pm

VENUS & MARS The High Price of Love: Venus and Mars with Michael Lutin

Sunday 3.55 pm

MERCURY

The Horary Astrologer's Guide to Decumbiture with Wade Caves

Thanks to all our Trade Fair exhibitors.
Trade Fair stands are located throughout the conference venue
Astro Essences
Astro*Synthesis
Astroembroidale
Astrology Box
Celestial Insight
Esoteric Technologies
Flare Publications
Lyndal McQuinn
Mercurial Connections
School of Traditional Astrology
The FAA Zodiac Bookshop
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Vibrational Healing Remedies
Books, Booklets & Student Resources
Astrology Bags
Creative Astrology & Esoteric Tools
Astrological Calendars, Cards & Gifts
Dynamic Astrological Software
Books
Astrologer and Tarot Reader
Astrology Promotion & Products
Astrological Education
Books

The Melbourne Experience:
An Astrological Guide to the Wonders of Melbourne
Let our astrologers show you the magnificent sights of the world’s most liveable city ... Stephie and Nicky show you the town
... Jessica takes you on a pub crawl ... Brian strolls around the Uni ...

Melbourne Walks with Solar Fire’s Stephanie Johnson and Nicky Allison
Melbourne is a vibrant
and cosmopolitan city so
take the opportunity to
explore the city’s quirky and
cosmopolitan aspects with
astrologers Stephanie Johnson
and Nicky Allison.
Leaving from International House at 11 am and 2 pm on Thursday, January 18 you can explore some of the better and lesser
known areas of the city. Catch one of Melbourne’s colourful trams to Federation Square. Walk down the famous bluestone
Hosier Lane laneway and admire the street art that has made the Melbourne urban art scene known across the globe. Visit the
Gânache Chocolate lounge on fashionable Collins St. Situated between Elizabeth and Swanston Streets, the chocolate lounge is
the ideal place for a sweet treat and finish your tour with a heritage shopping or cafe experience in the Block Arcade. We will
also slip into Regent Arcade - it’s just near the Block Arcade and features the Cronus statue. No charge.
Girl’s Night In author Jessica Adams takes you out on a Zodiac Pub Crawl
Melbourne is awash with
a myriad of wonderful
atmospheric pubs, bars tucked
away round a corner, and inns
where the locals gather.
On Friday night Jessica
Adams is your guide for a
fun night of touring some of Melbourne’s most interesting bars. Imagine the fun with a flock of astrologers, or is it a gaggle, a
cast, a troupe, a horde, a herd or a mob. After a few bars it won’t matter – join Jessica and the constellation of astrologers after
dinner on Friday for more myths and merriment.
Brian Clark takes a stroll to the University of Melbourne

The University of Melbourne
was recently ranked
number 1 amongst the other
universities in Australia and
33 in the world.
Join Brian on Sunday for a
lunchtime stroll to the Uni – as he says it was his home away from home for many years and so, if we can, we will duck into
the Potter Museum, the Medical library’s rare collection room, find some neo-classical sculpture rubble and maybe find that
statue copy of Poseidon based on Zeus of Artemision, always was a mystery.
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LYNDALL MCQUINN
INTENSIVES PROGRAMS 2018
BUILDING YOUR SPIRIT LODGE
ASTROLOGICAL TEMPLES

SHAMANIC ASTROLOGY
TAROT QUEST

0428 425 923

lyndallmcq@gmail.com
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Pre-Conference Workshops: Thursday, January 18, 2018
Using Traumatic Experiences for Individual Growth and Development with Verena
Bachmann

From early childhood and throughout our lives we experience many diverse traumas. In this workshop
we will look at traumatic experiences as the raw material for individual growth. When we are aware of
our distressing experiences without being overwhelmed by them, able to contain their grief and sorrow,
then we gain a deeper insight into their meaning. This deeper understanding involves acknowledging
them as stories of our soul, which allows us insight and healing to free the blocked energies and use them
as resources for our future.

Hellenistic Time Lords with Demetra George

Look into the forecasting toolbox of ancient astrologers and discover a host of lost timing techniques. An
introduction to determining the various times in life when certain topics such as children or marriage
will become activated through the use of circumambulations through the bounds, planetary periods,
ascensional times of the signs, zodiacal releasing, and annual profections in conjunction with the solar
return. Demetra will present an example where all the techniques, each using different factors, pinpoint
the same pivotal event.

Neptune and Chiron: Gullibility or the Doorway to Universal Consciousness with Michael
Lutin

A crisis in conscience and consciousness can touch your deepest most private being, bringing out your
artistry and creative imagination. This workshop is a vision quest using imagery and imagination to
inspire you to reflect on your own horoscopes from the point of view of these otherworldly archetypes,
such as: art and tragedy; finding the miracle in misfortune; unshakeable faith or magical thinking; divine
intervention or just a plain old dumb-ass mistake? Be prepared to change.

Post-Conference Workshops: Monday, January 22, 2018
Love & Conception: Exploring Relationship Issues through Horary with Wade Caves

Relationship questions are not technically difficult but can offer unique challenges in a horary astrologer’s
consultations. As astrologers, how do we take what we see in a chart and turn that into something
meaningful for a client? What are the common pitfalls in relationship chart consultation, and how can we
allow the astrology to work through us in a clearer, more direct way? In this presentation we will assess
horaries relating to relationships and pregnancy to see reliable first principles at work, with a focus on
the pragmatic nature of interpersonal counselling.

Courage + Talent + Energy = Success with Frank Clifford

How can success be seen in the horoscope? Firstly, we all have personal definitions of success – they’re
not always about money, status or recognition. As astrologers it’s essential to know where personal
fulfilment can be seen in our own birth charts. This seminar is suitable for students/astrologers of all
levels, and Frank will examine a variety of horoscopes (including participants) to see where our strengths
and talents lie. And together, in this uplifting end to the conference, we’ll consider the best paths (and
timings) towards ‘following our bliss’, manifesting our potential and achieving success.

An Introduction to Business Astrology with Christof Niederwieser

Entrepreneurs and managers make decisions in situations of chronic uncertainty, but in the end it is
factors like emotion, instinct or simply coincidence that are often crucial for success. Astrology provides
invaluable additional information, especially when combined with the well-established management
techniques. This workshop introduces business astrology and its novel methods, such as the Group
Horoscope, Generational Imprint, Cycle Docking and the Astro-Kondratiev business cycle that have been
developed for the specific requirements of astrological business consulting. Case studies from strategic
management, branding and human resources will show you how to apply these tools effectively in your
astrological work.
“The universe is one and a single melody.”
Plotinus
ca. 204 – 270
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Fabulous books from

The Wessex Astrologer

Horary Astrology:
The Practical Way to
Learn Your Fate

Geodetic Astrology for
Relocating and
World Affairs

Day Signs: Native
American Astrology
from Ancient Mexico

Petros Eleftheriadis

Chris McRae

Bruce Scofield

Coming Soon

Growing Pains:
Astrology in
Adolescence

Fertility Astrology:
A Modern
Medieval Textbook

The Wolf You Feed:
Using Saturn
Wisely

Alex Trenoweth

Nicola Allsop

Alex Trenoweth

Many more titles available from our website
www.wessexastrologer.com

